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DSMAC wins to be excellent supplier of Lafarge for its crusher parts 

 

DSMAC has become the excellent supplier of Lafarge for its crusher parts this year. The 

contract includes high manganese steel crusher hammer, SANDWICH® Super High 

Chrome hammer, and XPCF400 fine crusher, and the total value is about EUR 18 million. 

DSMAC has been a good partner of Lafarge Group since 2008. 

 

Lafarge Group holds the world’s top-ranking 

position in Cement, Aggregates, Concrete 

and Gypsum. Also it is named as one of the 

top 100 Most Sustainable Companies in the 

World. In 2010, the CEO and senior 

executives of Lafarge Ruian Cement Co., 

Ltd. were invited to visit DSMAC, and they 

were shocked by the new invented hammer 

again. After times of tests, they were 

surprised that the service life of the new 

invented hammer can be improved by 

320%, while the cost added less than 

100%. 

 

“We look forward to cooperate with such a reliable supplier and DSMAC will be our main 

partner in cement production promotion project. I feel it’s worthwhile to visit DSMAC 

production area.” adds Lafarge, CEO of Lafarge Group. 

 

DSMAC advance anti-wear parts and crusher bring you benefits  

According to the contract, DSMAC will supply a series of wear-resistant parts this year, 

including high manganese steel crusher hammerhead, SANDWICH® Super High Chrome 

hammer, etc. And a special designed XPCF400 fine crusher with capacity of 250TPH will 

be supplied to be used to crush cement clinker. 

    

DSMAC XPCF high-efficient fine crusher is playing a leading role in China cement 

industry for its four records at domestic:  

 the biggest fine crusher at domestic;  

 the largest scale of production of fine crusher;  

 the only one has been successfully exported abroad;  

 the service life of hammer is improved by 150%, comparing with the common 

hammer. 

 

http://www.dscrusher.com/our-products/crusher-parts/stone-crusher-hammers.html
http://www.dscrusher.com/our-products/
http://www.dscrusher.com/our-products/cement-equipment/high-efficiency-fine-crusher.html
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DSMAC crusher hammer is casted by the Tungsten Titanium alloy in the high-manganese 

steel substrate, which may resist the severe grinding abrasion. DSMAC hammer has been 

proved to be nonmagnetic by strictly austenite detection, and its service life has been 

enhanced by 50% compared to the ordinary high-manganese steel. 

For DSMAC, the long-term cooperation with Lafarge Group is essential for continued 

success in the cement industry. “We feel very appreciate to have this opportunity to serve 

for Lafarge Group.” Said Lu Hongbo, Senior Engineering and Owner of DSMAC “We will 

continue to work hard to maintain our advance technology, expand production capacity 

and improve the R&D ability.” 

     

About DSMAC 

DSMAC is the leading China manufacturer and marketer of ores crushing solution, 

products and services used in mining, metallurgy, chemical industry, construction waste 

recycling, building materials, coal industry, etc. 

  

DSMAC has a long history of manufacturing quality crushing, feeding and screening 

equipment, crusher parts and complete sandstone production line. The Company's 

principal products are jaw crusher, impact crusher, cone crusher, hammer crusher, 

complete stone production line and wear parts. DSMAC is ISO9001:2008 certified, and 

more than 1000 sets, 15,000 tons wear parts per year has been successfully exported to 

Malaysia, Turkey, Mongolia, Vietnam, Cameroon, France, Germany, the Middle East and 

Africa, totally 100 countries and regions. 

  

More information about DSMAC is available at http://www.dscrusher.com/. 
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